
 

 

UpRoot Colorado: Project Initiatives 

 

UpRoot Colorado (UpRoot) reduces on-farm surplus agriculture through gleaning, 
experiential education, research and nonpartisan legislation with an endgame of cultivating 
a Colorado foodshed where every resident has access to healthy, nutrient-dense food, 
where hunger pangs are in the past, and where markets value farmers for what they are: a 
cornerstone of our society. 

Volunteer Gleaning Corps 

Our volunteer gleaning corps harvests surplus fruits and vegetables from local farms and 
backyard gardens and fruit trees for distribution to food pantries and meal sites both on the 
Front Range and Western Slope. Our gleaning corps is comprised of individuals, families and 
corporate groups, as well as nonprofit members, community-garden groups, service-based 
organizations and partners who practice experiential-based learning. We partner with 
existing hunger-relief organizations to efficiently distribute gleaned food to community 
members in need. 

World Wildlife Fund (WWF)-funded Research: On-farm Surplus in Colorado 

UpRoot received a grant from WWF to continue its research of on-farm surplus agriculture in 
Colorado. The second stage of our research into on-farm surplus in our state is currently 
underway and includes both qualitative and quantitative data gathering. Our research team 
consists of PhD candidates Anna Hermes and Nathan Lee-Ammons at the University of 
Colorado, supervised by John Brett, PhD (University of Colorado Denver).  

Farm-to-Food Pantry Partnerships 

UpRoot is partnering with Whole Crops and Our Community Foundation to create a robust, 
year-round local food-sourcing program for the Eagle River Valley Food Bank.  

In addition, UpRoot is consulting and providing technical assistance to food banks and 
pantries along the Western Slope who have received state funding to purchase produce, 
meat, and dairy from local farms. UpRoot is guiding both farmers and food pantries through 
the process to foster connections, increase economic opportunity, and help farmers sell 
more of what they grow. 

Mobile Farm Workforce (MFW) Pilot 

The MFW pilot was a collaborative effort between Rocky Mountain Farmers Union (RMFU), 
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Veterans to Farmers and UpRoot that took place over nine weeks—from mid-September 
through early November 2018—in the Northern Front Range area in order to address 
growing on-farm labor shortages in Colorado. 

The MFW pilot project traveled to 10 farms across Boulder, Denver, Jefferson and Larimer 
counties during harvest season to support smallholder and family farms with harvesting and 
general farm duties, reducing potential surplus crops and providing economic value to 
farmers.  

The vision for this pilot moving forward is to continue to holistically fill labor gaps, prove 
concept and pave the way for a statewide, worker-owned cooperative that provides mobile, 
trained and reliable labor to small and mid-sized farms year-round. 

To view the FOX 31 feature story on the MFW pilot, by anchor Jeremy Hubbard, please click 
here.  

Capstone Project: University of Colorado 

UpRoot is partnering in 2019 with RMFU and graduate students from the University of 
Colorado’s Masters of the Environment (MENV) program to create a pathway to a mobile 
farm workforce cooperative (i.e., worker-owned), with a launch date of 2020. UpRoot’s 
mission is to reduce and manage on-farm surplus agriculture in Colorado and there is 
potential symbiosis between UpRoot and a mobile farm workforce cooperative: the labor 
force will work to harvest crops for the economic benefit of farmers and what potentially 
remains on farms could be gleaned by UpRoot’s volunteers for the benefit of local 
hunger-relief agencies, and community members currently facing little to no food equity.  
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